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The Nonprofit Risk 

Management Center 

inspires effective risk 

management and Risk 

Champions. 

We help nonprofit teams 

take bold, mission-

advancing risks.
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Workshop Overview

Risk Strategies 

Remote Service Delivery: what’s 
the risk?

3 Final Tips and Takeaways

Resources and warm-up questions
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www.nonprofitrisk.org/CAP
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Resources!    www.nonprofitrisk.org
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www.nonprofitrisk.org
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Submit a question
0r send us an email

for speedy 
RISK HELP!
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Sign up for the RISK eNews! nonprofitrisk.org
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§ “The National Consortium of Telehealth Resource Centers.” Tools and Resources. (2020) Health 
Resources and Services
Administration (HRSA)/HHS.
https://www.telehealthresourcecenter.org/

§ American Telemedicine Association. (2020) “Practice Guidelines and Resources.”
https://thesource.americantelemed.org/resources/telemedicine-practice-guidelines/

§ “Best Practices in Telephonic Case Management.” (2008) Professional Case Management (Vol. 
13/#4).
https://www.nursingcenter.com/wkhlrp/Handlers/articleContent.pdf?key=pdf_01269241-
200807000-00002

§ "Technology Initiatives That Support Employment Outcomes: Colorado: Web-based Technology 
for Coaching TANF Participants.” (2018). Administration for Children and Families/HHS.
https://peerta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/uploaded_files/IIEESS%20Emerging%20Practi
ce_Colorado_Final_508_updated.pdf

§ “Treading Through Teletherapy Treatment Topics -
https://naswassurance.org/malpractice/malpractice-tips/treading-through-teletherapy-
treatment-topics/

§ “Frequently Asked Questions About Teletherapy” - https://naswassurance.org/questions-and-
answers/

Resources
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https://www.telehealthresourcecenter.org/
https://thesource.americantelemed.org/resources/telemedicine-practice-guidelines/
https://www.nursingcenter.com/wkhlrp/Handlers/articleContent.pdf%3Fkey=pdf_01269241-200807000-00002
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https://naswassurance.org/questions-and-answers/
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What types of services are you 
providing remotely?
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What are your biggest worries about 
remote service delivery?
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What are the unexpected upsides of 
remote service delivery?
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Remote service delivery: 
what’s the risk?
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Perceived (or actual) 
quality and value of 
the service provided
§ May be offset by 

convenience

§ Quality can be negatively 
impacted by a range of 
factors: trust, technology 

§ Demand: if demand has 
increased but your 
capacity hasn’t, clients 
may be frustrated by 
wait times
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#1 - Service Quality
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A client who is less 
experienced with tech 
tools may not be 
comfortable using your 
preferred platform

#2 -Comfort
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#3 - Social Isolation
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§ In a remote 
delivery 
environment, 
you’re not in 
complete control

§ Clients may be 
concerned about 
privacy risk

#4 – Breach of Privacy
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Key considerations include:
§ IT infrastructure of your agency

§ Privacy restrictions

§ Complexity of information to be communicated

§ Caseworker experience

§ Technological limitations of clients (e.g., access to 
the Internet)

#5 – Technology choice

19

Telephone:
§ Familiar
§ Privacy
§ Low-tech equipment works

Video Conference:
§ Ability to gauge a client’s safety 

or well being
§ Opportunity to read

interpersonal cues, body 
language 

§ High-speed broadband
connection

§ 27 percent of older clients and
20 percent of lower income
Americans do not use the
Internet
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Which is best?
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Risk Strategies for Remote 
Service Delivery
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1.  Establish and Build Trust
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• Update your  communications 
plan to reflect remote service 
delivery

• Schedule regular check-in 
conversations; increase the 
frequency of check-ins!

• Let clients know the best way 
to contact you and your 
typical hours; learn about your 
client’s habits and preferences

2. Develop a Communications Plan
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• Milestones create 
shared expectations 
and accountability

• Create a ‘roadmap’

• Use an agenda for 
group meetings

3. Establish milestones
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§ Systems issues will 
erode confidence!

§ Providers should be 
using agency-provided 
devices, not personal 
devices

4. Test and re-test Tech Tools
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§ How secure?

§ How to get rid of unwanted guests?
§ How to establish secure connections?
§ If you have a VPN, does that interfere with your virtual 

communications platform?
§ How to control/share links? Through email? Is it a webpage?

§ What are the differences between platforms (cost per user, 
etc.)?

§ How does the platform handle screen sharing? Muting 
participants? Video?

Choosing a tech platform

30
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https://blog.zoom.us/keep-uninvited-guests-out-of-
your-zoom-event/
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https://blog.zoom.us/keep-uninvited-guests-out-of-your-zoom-event/
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5. Don’t assume your clients know how 
to engage using digital tools
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6. Review the 
rules!

§ Make sure you are fully 
dressed

§ Wear what you would 
wear to an in-person 
meeting

§ Choose a quiet, private 
location in your home

§ Purpose and focus: 
clinical appointment, 
professional interaction

34
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7. Be flexible!

Ex: shorter, more frequent 
meetings if childcare is a 
challenge
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Service delivery should be consistent with 
your profession’s code of ethics and values
§ Respecting the dignity and worth of all persons, the importance of 

human relationships, and the importance of trustworthiness

§ Respect clients’ self-determination; some clients may 
never feel comfortable with video sessions

§ The Standard of Care is the same!
§ Documentation should note that services were 

provided via telephone/video rather than in person

8. Remember ethical considerations

36
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§ Dress for the office

§ Arrange your physical 
environment; test the 
angle of your camera; 
minimal or no personal 
information shared, or 
use a virtual background

§ Always conduct 
meetings in a place and 
at a time where your 
client is assured privacy
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9. Prepare YOUR environment
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10. Be patient

38
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3 Final Tips and Takeaways
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§ How can you
leverage the 
upsides of 
remote service 
delivery? 

Seize the day!
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§ Ask more questions: 
spend your prep time 
developing better 
questions 

Lead like an introvert

“Introverts lead people to their own 
solutions, whereas extroverts are more 
likely to ask leading questions that push 
people toward the solutions they want 
them to enact.” – Krister Ungerbock, “Why introvert 
leaders excel during a crisis,” Fast Company, May 2020
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Resolve to learn!

“Experience is 
inevitable; 
learning is not.” 

– Paul Schoemaker
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Thank you!
Melanie Lockwood Herman

703.777.3504   |   Melanie@nonprofitrisk.org
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